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Discovery #Mindblown
DIY Space Weather Station Kit
DS7450AC19
Monitor weather and water cycles! Build a weather station terrarium that supports
plant life. Observe nature in action with greenhouse condensation, wind, temperature,
and more!
• Hands-on Learning: Explore in-home weather simulation with our all-in-one
terrarium! Study water cycles from evaporation to condensation, plus learn about
temperature, wind, even cultivate your own plant.
• Fascinating Facts: Above the clouds. Clouds are created by the cycle of evaporation
and condensation. Air contains water vapour which cannot be seen. When a kettle
begins to boil water, it starts the process of evaporation. That means that water turns
into steam, and is absorbed into the air. If you hold a cold plate over the steam as it
leaves the kettle, the steam will condensate and turn back into water.
MSRP

SPECIAL

$35.00

$25.22 (C)

Logo not available

Black Series
RC Rock Slide Truck
BL7420ACI19
Take the RC Rock Slide Truck out for a test drive with its amazing all-terrain design
making it easy to go off-roading for long distances.
Flexible chassis designed for extreme rock climbing.
Oversized knobby tires for rugged all-terrain performance.
Long distance 2.4 GHz: race multiple vehicles.
Spring loaded shocks for maximum off-road action!

Logo not available

MSRP

SPECIAL

$60.00

$41.00 (C)

REFINERY
Beer Tasting Flight Set - 5-Piece
RF7211CT18
The Beer Flight Set is the perfect sampler kit, bringing a professional beer-tasting set
found at bars, pubs, and breweries right to your home.
Includes 4x 8oz (236 ml) glasses that rest in a solid wood tray
Bottlecap numerals burned into tray for identifying the beers
Glasses fit neatly into solid wood base for easy display and serving

MSRP

SPECIAL

$40.00

$12.70 (C)

Minimum qty. 10 pc for decoration – Charges will apply
Visit our website www.acipromo.com or email info@acipromo.com for further information
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